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Abstract

Introduction: Infections with multi drug resistant (MDR) organisms pose a major challenge in achieving optimal success in pediatric oncology patients.

Aim: We aimed to study the evolving blood stream flora, its antibiotic resistance pattern and impact of a rigorous antibiotic stewardship programme at our center.

Materials and Methods: A 10 year retrospective analysis was performed on suspected episodes of septicemia in pediatric oncology patients. Blood culture isolates, resistance patterns and clinical outcome of corresponding septic episodes were studied over two time periods- TP1 (2007-2013) and TP2 (2014-2018).

Results: Of 1423 blood culture samples, 285 were positive. TP1 showed predominant growth of Gram negative bacteria (GNB-48.5%) and TP2 showed isolates that were mainly Gram positive cocci (GPC-50.3%) reflecting increased use of central lines. Coagulase negative Staphylococcus (CoNS) was the commonest GPC and E. coli was the most common GNB isolated in TP2. Cefoperazone Sulbactum monotherapy was used as the first line antimicrobial for neutropenic fever in our unit in TP2 and it was observed that 72% of the GNB were sensitive to this drug. In the comparative analysis of TP2 vs TP1, it was observed that the GNB isolates showed increasing resistance to Carbapenems. Interestingly, a declining trend of resistance was observed with Chloramphenicol for both GNB/GPC. Fluoroquinolone resistance has consistently been high over the two time periods. No in vitro resistance was identified to Glycopeptides and Colistin over TP1 and TP2. Mortality rates in children blood culture positivity remained the same across TP1 and TP2 (2.2 vs. 2.6%).

Conclusion: Despite rising incidence of MDR bacteria, a rigorous antibiotic stewardship programme helps maintain good outcomes in pediatric oncology patients with sepsis. Early diagnosis, judicious use of antibiotics and de-escalation after initial stabilization may help. Innovative strategies to fight drug resistance are being evolved.
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Introduction

Increased susceptibility to infections, consequent to immunosuppressive therapy is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with malignancy. The alarming rise in prevalence of Multi drug resistant (MDR) organisms pose a major challenge in achieving optimal outcomes in pediatric oncology patients [1]. With no new class of antibiotics discovered over the last two decades, this fight against superbugs is even more challenging [2]. The appropriate management of febrile neutropenia (FN) mandates periodic review of the epidemiology of blood stream infections (BSI) and the antibiotic sensitivity pattern. This will help formulate individualized empirical antimicrobial policy for every oncology unit and hence rationalize antibiotic use. An antibiotic stewardship programme helps curb the menace of drug resistance. However the impact of such a programme has not been studied widely in developing countries. Through this study we aim to analyze the evolving blood stream flora, its antibiotic resistance pattern and impact of a rigorous antibiotic stewardship programme at our centre.

Materials and Methods

This is a ten year retrospective, observational analysis of data from pediatric hematology and oncology unit of a tertiary care centre in North India. The study cohort included all patients (<18 years of age) admitted in our unit with suspected episodes of septicemia over the period of 2007-2018. Blood culture samples for all these patients were sent either from
central venous catheters (PICC line/chemoport) or peripheral vein before starting the antimicrobial therapy. Adequate volume of blood was withdrawn with all aseptic precautions as per the recommendations. Bacterial isolates were identified both manually and using an automated system. In-vitro antimicrobial susceptibility testing was done by automated Vitek-2 system and interpretation was done as per Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guidelines. Blood culture isolates, resistance patterns and clinical outcome of corresponding infection episodes were studied over two time periods-TP1 (2007-2013) and TP2 (2014-2018).

The choice of first line empiric antibiotic for FN in our unit was monotherapy with cefoperazone/sulbactum. Repeat blood cultures were sent for neutropenic patients with persistent fever after 72 hours or earlier if there was any clinical deterioration while on antimicrobial therapy. Antibiotic escalation/ de-escalation approach was followed based on physician advice or sensitivity report. Wherever indicated, Carbapenems were used as the second line agents. Teicoplanin or Vancomycin was added in patients with suspected catheter related sepsis, soft tissue infection or severe mucositis. Prophylactic antibiotics were not used as a unit policy.

Results

A total of 1423 blood culture samples were sent over ten year study period, of which 285 were positive. The cumulative culture positivity rate was 20%. There was no significant difference in culture positivity rate among TP1 (22.7%) and TP2 (18.1%).

Isolates

TP1 showed predominant growth of Gram negative bacteria (GNB-48.5%) and TP2 showed isolates that were mainly Gram positive cocci (GPC-50.3%) reflecting the increased use of central lines. The spectrum of blood stream isolates in TP1 and TP2 are depicted in Table 1. Coagulase negative staphylococcus (CoNS) was the commonest GPC isolated. Enterobacteriaceae accounted for 48.9% of the GNB in TP2. The individual GNB isolated in decreasing order of frequency in TP1 and TP2 were Escherichia coli (35%, 19.6%), Klebsiella sp. (12.3%, 16.3%) and P. aeruginosa (6%, 14.7%). The non-albicans Candida was the most commonly isolated yeast both in TP1 and TP2. Changing flora in TP2 with emerging virulent bacterial pathogens like Raoultella, Ralstonia, Citrobacter and fungal pathogens like Candida auris was observed. Non albicans Candida as the most commonly isolated yeast in both TP1 and TP2.

Table 1 Comparative analysis of blood stream isolates over time point 1 (TP1) and time point 2 (TP2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isolates</th>
<th>TP1</th>
<th>TP2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gram Negative Bacteria</td>
<td>48.50%</td>
<td>40.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterobacteriaceae</td>
<td>57.80%</td>
<td>48.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fermenting bacteria</td>
<td>40.60%</td>
<td>48.90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resistance pattern in GPC

The methicillin resistance in GPC continued to be high over TP1 (52.7%) and TP2 (47.3%). Majority of them were sensitive to chloramphenicol and gentamicin. There was no in vitro resistance to glycopeptides antibiotics. The comparative resistance pattern of GPC over TP1 and TP2 is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](http://infectious-diseases-and-treatment.imedpub.com/)

Resistance pattern in GNB

In TP2, the overall rate of extended spectrum beta lactamase (ESBL) production was highest among E. coli (69%) followed by Enterobacter (66.6%) and Klebsiella (60%) respectively. GNB showed good susceptibility to Amikacin with Acinetobacter being most susceptible (85.8%) and E. coli being the least (62%). E. coli (38%) and Klebsiella (30%) showed significantly high in vitro resistance to Carbapenems. The three most common GNB isolates showed around 35-40% resistance to Piperacillin and Tazobactam. Almost 72% of GNB were susceptible to cefoperazone sulbactum with maximum in vitro resistance seen in E. coli. There was no resistance identified to Colistin over this 10 year study period. The antibiotic susceptibility of commonly isolated GNB in TP2 is shown in Figure 2.
Comparative analysis of resistance patterns over TP1 and TP2

Of all the Enterobacteriaceae 81.25% in TP1 and 63.3% in TP2 were ESBL producing isolates. There was emerging Carbapenem resistance observed in TP2 (21.3%) as compared to TP1 (7.6%). Almost 87% of the GNB isolates over TP1 and TP2 were ESBL producing isolates. There was emerging tazobactum negative (TP1) and TP2. *ESBL: Extended Spectrum Beta Lactamases, ^TZP: Piperacillin tazobactum.

Figure 2 The antibiotic susceptibility patterns of Gram negative bacteria (GNB) in time point 2 (TP2). *ESBL: Extended Spectrum Beta Lactamases, ^TZP: Piperacillin tazobactum.

Outcomes

Mortality rates in children with sepsis who had a positive blood culture remained the same across TP1 and TP2 (2.2 vs. 2.6%).

Discussion

Mortality due to infection is one of the most common avoidable causes of deaths in oncology. Children with malignancy represent a unique population that is extremely vulnerable to infections because of alterations in host defense mechanisms. This may be either related to the underlying illness or to the side effects of the intensive treatment with immuno-suppressive drugs leading to neutropenia, lymphopenia or mucositis. Frequent presence of the central lines complicates this issue further. Neutropenic fever (FN) is a life threatening medical emergency that mandates appropriate and timely intervention. Periodic review of the epidemiology of BSI and the antibiotic sensitivity pattern is imperative for management of FN. This helps formulate individualized empirical antimicrobial policy for every oncology unit and hence rationalize antibiotic use.

In our study the culture positivity rate was 20% and has been the same over the ten year study period. This is comparatively much higher than the rates reported from other oncology centers (<10%) in India [3,4] but is similar to the data from the developed countries (11-38%) [5,6]. This difference could be attributed to the increased use of central venous catheters at our center and adequate aliquots of blood being withdrawn for sampling. In contrast to previous studies from India where GNB was the most common isolate [7,8], our study showed GPC as the predominant isolate in TP2 which also is likely due to the increased use of central venous access and no policy of using prophylactic antibiotics. The GPC: GNB ratio in TP2 in our study is comparable to that reported in European multicenter study by Mikulsk et al. [9].

Likewise, Mvalo et al. have also reported maximum BSI in their pediatric oncology unit due to GPC (49.1%) followed by GNB (41.6%) and fungi (9.3%). Amongst GPC the maximally isolated bacteria were CoNS (23.1%) followed by Viridans streptococci (13.3%) and amongst GNB the predominant bacteria were Escherichia coli (11%) and Klebsiella species (10.4%) [10].

Resistant GNB are a major cause of concern in most of the oncology centers. Among Enterobacteriaceae, Klebsiella has been reported to be the most problematic bug showing increased antibiotic resistance [3] and also the major attribute to septic deaths [8], however in our study E. coli showed higher resistance to antibiotics. Radhakrishnan et al. [11] have reported marked resistance to cefoperazone/sulbactum in E. coli and Klebsiella, as opposed to our study where it showed good susceptibility. Similarly higher Aminoglycoside resistance among GNB has been reported from different centers [11] as compared to our study. Markedly increased Carbapenem resistance was observed in TP2 in our study (21.3%) which however is less than previously reported in studies [3,4]. There
was no colistin resistance, which has been reported previously from various oncology centres [3,8]. However GNB isolates have recently shown colistin resistance by redefined Colistin MIC (Minimum Inhibitory Concentration) testing criteria. Previous studies [8,12] have even reported extreme drug resistant and pan drug resistant gram negative isolates but this was not seen in our study. Interestingly, almost 87% of the GNB isolates over TP1 and TP2 were susceptible to Chloramphenicol, making it an attractive alternate for MDR bacteria wherever feasible.

Though most of the centres have reported good antibiotic susceptibility among Staphylococcus aureus and other GPC, but the overall rate of methicillin resistant CoNS in our center is much higher than reported previously in similar type of study by Thacker et al. [3]. Most frequently isolated CoNS from BSI include Staphylococcus haemolyticus, S. epidermidis, S. hominis and S. warneri. However, S. haemolyticus per se showed more resistance in comparison to other Staphylococci. In other studies also on BSI by CoNS higher resistance rate to methicillin has been reported [13]. There were no Enterococcus spp. isolates in TP1 and amongst the ones isolated in TP2 none was Vancomycin resistant Enterococcus (VRE). This has been reported previously by Thacker et al. [3] Prabhesh et al. [7] and Trehan et al. [14].

Mortality rates in patients with culture positive bacteremia were significantly lower in our study in comparison to previous studies [14]. Also the mortality rates remained same over two time periods in our study. It is due to effective case management based on early accurate diagnostics, timely communication from laboratory, implemented infection control programme (Hand hygiene compliance >90% amongst all staff at any time), a restricted antimicrobial policy and early directed antimicrobials.

Conclusion

Despite rising incidence of MDR bacteria, a rigorous antibiotic stewardship programme based on implemented measures like early diagnosis, restricted antimicrobials, highly effective infection control program, rigorous hand hygiene practices, de-escalation after initial stabilization, environmental cleaning MDR organism protocol and innovative strategies like domiciliary care guidelines have helped maintain good outcomes in pediatric oncology patients with sepsis.
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